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otiment Cut

West Foresees No
The San Jose State college administration does not intend to
cut drastically the college enrollment at the end of this quarter,
according to Mr. Joe I!. West,
member of the Personnel committee.
Asoproximately 6990 students
are now enrolled in the State
college. The Personnel committee
would’ like to reduce enrollment
by 400-500 students next quarter.
By spring they hope to cut the total enrollment to 6200.
Dean West says the committee
plans to leave the junior college

at its present size of approximately 1100 students.
"It Is not true that the college
has changed its dIsqualificatiom
rules, making them stiffer," said
Dean West. "What we have decided to do is enforce more
strietly.the rules we have had
for many years. We also will
have to be a little more strict
on reinstatements."
The Personnel commitee has
changed the period of absence
from, the campus after disqualification takes place from two to
three quarters.
Dean \Vest explains that this
doesn’t mean that a student will

Lyke Tells Tale of Princess,
Green peas, State Athletes,
And Vexing College Problems

be reinstAted antoznatieally after
three quarters, but ordinarily a
petition for reinstatement will not
be considered until the student
has been out the full three quarters.
. According to Dean West there
are three ways a student may become disqualified:
1. Fail to pass two-thirds of
the program in which he is registered.
2. Fail to make a C average
(1.0) Ishile on second probation.
5. Have an aerumulated deficiency of 20 grade points after
six quarters In residence.
"If a student falls into any one

dents in the disqualification group,
will be continued another quarter.
"It isn’t in accordance with our
philosophy to be mechanical in
following disqualification rules,"
he continued, "however, to carry
out the state policy to limit state
college enrollment to 4000 studrests, We. are going to awe ta deny
a lot of students admission in the
In the past, explained Dean
first place, and diSqualify them a
West, there have been approxilittle more automatically when
mately 100 students each autumn
they don’t make the grade."
quarter who have records low
The Personnel committee still
enough to disqualify them, but
who have been continued for an- will consider each case individualother trial. More rigid enforce- ly, but present plans necessarily
ment of the rules this year prob- call for strict enforcement of the
ably will mean that very few stu- rules.
of the -foregoing categories he is
subject to disqualification," continued Dean West.
"The records of such students
are pulled out of the registrar’s
file after the quarter grades are
posted and they are then considered -individually by the Personnel
committee.
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Warning: Only
Four Finals
Allowed Daily
’

The 1949 fall quarter edition of Volume XXXVIII
Lyke runs a pleasing gamut of
entertainment from Bob Miller’s
comical football cartoons to
George Montague’s literary opus
on a beautiful princess, a green
pea and the highest bed in the
world.
In their most effective work of
the magazine’s short history, the
staff has put out an issue that includes just the right atnount ofi

One of Many Who Await Spartan ,Toys

Students having four or more
examinations scheduled for one
day should petition for a change
in examination- schedule immediiately, Dr. Harrison F. Heath,
chairman of the examination committee, said yesterday.
Lyke, college humor-feature
In the past, students have been
disappointed
because sufficient magazine hits the tands today.
time was not allowed for a change The magazine will be sold today
in schedule.
Changes must be at six stands located throughout
made before Friday of this week. the campus. Packed with 48
Students are advised to look over pages of features, jokes, cartheir schedules to determine whe- toons and fiction, it will sell
ther they are scheduled to take for 25 cents.
four or more examinations in one cartoons,’ fiction,
campus features,
day.
jokes and advertisements.
’Phkraeld-4114140=Mery college .rnrgazine’s omnipresent problem of
lack of witty writers and decorous material, Manager Bob McFadden, Editor Lei7vIWitirid Art
Editor Stan Bennett came up with
some literary and art contribuThe annual Blue Key campus tions that exhibit real talent.
directory will go on sale .tomorrow
Why Smoking Isn’t Allowed
at the Library arch, the Art wing,
A story by Bill Van Dyne enand in front of the Morris Dailey titled "A3radition Is Established"
auditorium, announces Carl Holm: ’,uses the question of why smoking
Nig, Blue Key president.
is not allowed in the Quad. With
Every student and faculty mem- interest and uniqueness, the story
ber has his name, telephone num- takes satiristic bites at the police
ber, San Jose address and home profession, Stanford -university and
address in the directory. Also in- American politics.
-eluded in this guide to campus life
Van Dyne’s "From A Parare house organization numbers Uvular Viewpoint" excellently
and emergency data.
aninvers one of a college stud Price of the book is 35 cents. ent’s most vexing problems.
How does one avoid paying for a
restaurant dinner? Van Dyne’s
answer is both amusing and
possible.
"One Leg at a Time." by Jack
Freshmen will vote today for
class officerti.who will hold of- Russell, is an ingenious and origfice for the rest of the school inal treatment of the idiosyncrayear. Polls will be set up in sies of *Spartan athletes. :nterfront of Morris Dailey auditor- mingled with familiar names, Rusium and will be open from 8 sell raps . hero-worshippers by
proving, in an entertaining fasha.m. to 4 p.m.
The run-off election will be ion, that Sparta’s athletes are
held Friday, DPC. 18, at the both human and versatile,
Supposedly patterned after
same place and during the Same
hours, according to Al Grass, James Thurber and E. B. White,
chief justice of the Student George Montague’s "A Grim Fairy
tale" begins with the bounce Of
Court,
a Police Gazette feature, builds up

Lvke on Sale

Annual Blue Key
Campus Directory
To Go On Sale

Frosh Vote Today

Born in England during the hist dapa of the German blitz, Tony
D’Anna smiles up bravely from his bed at the Santa Clara _County
Pediatric ward.’ Tony, who was featured In a recent Life magazine
article, is one of the many crippled children who anxiously are
awaiting’ Christmas gifts from Spartan students. If each atualent
could bring one toy, no matter how insignificant, to the giant
Christmas tree in the Student Union, the Yuletide would be a very
happy one for Tony and his fellow patents!
suspense like a Poe thriller,
reaches its climax with the snap
of an O’Henry short story, and
presents the moral like an Aesop
fable.
Can Green Pea Do It?
In a refreshing literary style,
Montague asks a question. Can
one tiny, green pea, grown and
harvested in the Walla Walla valley, affect the sleep of a beautiful, mysterious Abyssinian princess, when only 18 wool blankets,
a quilt, and 18 mattresses stand
between them?

Always the most difficult section of any college magazine are
the jokes. In Lyke, they appeal
to every type of reader. Admit,,
teeny, some of them are lichen -covered products of some ancient
It in his State of the Union mes- archives, others totter on the jagged fence of questionable moral
sage.
content, hut many ’Are genuinely.
Dr. George Lipsky of the Uni- witty and hilariously funny.
versity of California says that the
United States will have to recognize the Comthunist regime in
China, because the Nationalists
have a small chante of survival.
Graduating seniors who inHe said recently, i’There is little
doubt that the Communists will tend to return for graduate
become the most effective regime work nest quarter should leave
of the future." Chiang is reported their names In the Registrar’s
to be preparing for a Communist office ty; .promptly aq possible,
Itettiutrai. Viola Palmer aninvasion of Formosa.
ifrikef*d t yesterday.
Premier David Ben-Gurion of
step is absolutely essenIsrael has proclaimed Jerusalem tial for the issuance at a gradthe country’s new capital in de- uate booklet on registration
fiance of the United Nations’ de- day." she explained.
cision to internationalize the city.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP.

-

Hoover Urges GovernMent Reform
At what was called a "cracker
barrel" conference of the Citizen’s
comMittee for the Hoover Report,
former President Herbert Hoover
urged support for the new reforms
in government which he said
would save taxpayers $2,000,000,000 a year. Some of the measures
Include: revamping the post offfee, unification of federal hospitill services, unification of water
conservation services, and cutting
ie half the number of Uencies
who report to the president.
Although not official, it is
reported that President Truman
will base his 1950 fight for a
civil rights program on a Federal Fair Employment Praetices
law. He k expected to ask for

Number
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Seniors Attention!

Soph Council
To Have Quarterly.
Dinner Tonight
The sophomore class council
will hold its quarterly dinner tonight at. the Flamingo club, according to Merri Sauble and Kent
Gish, chairmen for the affair. Students going to the dinner should
be at the Student Union at 6:45.Miss Sauble says.
Tickets for the chicken dinner
will he on sale in the Graduate
Manager’s office until noon today,
Miss Sauble stresses.
The council will meet today in
room 129 at 4 o’clock.

48

Hayes, Simons,
Frydenlund Will
Head Daily Staff
The Spartan Daily will have coeditors next quarter .following the
approval by the student council of
Mary Frydeniund and Jim Hayes.
’The two senior journalism majors
were tied in Daily staff balloting
and will share duties beginning in
January.
Bill Simons will be the new
business managerOf the Daily according to council approval of the
recommendation by the ad staff
and journalism department head
Dwight Bente!. In making his request for coeditors, George LaJeunesse, present editor, told the
council that there was nothing to
choose between the two men and
that "they would work together
’excellently to produce a fine
paper".
The council, in its final session of the quarter, also voted a
hearty "thank you" to Glenn
Stewart, rally chairman of the
past year for "his fine leadership
and the splendid performance of
the coMmittee". Stewart submitted his resignation. He Is
graduating next week.
The "missing" Alumni trophy
won at the Homecoming Parade
has been found and returned to its
rightful owners declared Ed Mosher, Homecoming chairman.
Phi Epsilon Kappa was granted
permission by the council to sell
soft drinks and refreshments at
the next three home basketball
games.’ The group, represented at
the meeting by Mel Stein, will
turn over ten per -cent of the earnings to the Memorial Chapel fund.
No 545 block emblem can be
used by any campus organization
without approval by the head of
the Athletic department according to a by-law plowed at yesterday’s session.
The annual "March of Dimes"
drive was endorsed by the council.
Bob Kavet, drive cliairinan, told
the meeting that the campaign
would be held Jan. 16-20.
Spartan Shop board -appiiintments were postponed until next
quarter. A junior representative
is badly wanted by the council.

Glaince and Groan-Finals Sked
The schedule for end -quarter examiteitions is as follows:
Moif5, Der: 19 classes meeting at:
7:30- 9:10
9:20-11:00
11:10-12:50
1:40- 3:20
3:30- 5:10
Tues., Dec.
7:30- 9:10
9:20-11:00
11 L10-12:50
1:00- 2:30

2:40- 4:20
4:30- 6:10

1:30 MWF or Daily
3:30 TTh

Wed., Dee. 21 Classes meeting at:
MWF or Daily 7:30- 9:10
8:30 MWF or Daily
Trbt
9:20-11:00 10:30 ’ITh
MWF Or Daily 11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF or Daily
TTh
2:30 I’M
1:40- 3:20
MWF or Daily 3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF or Daily
’
20
Thurs., Dec. 22
7:30 TTh
7:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
9:30 MWF. or Daily 9:20-11:00 10:30 MWF or Daily
11:30 TPh
11:10-32:50 12:30 TTh
2:30 MWF or Daily
All English As, Ay, 1:40- 3:20
,3:30- 5:10
4:30 TTh
Az classes
7:30
9:30
11:30
1:30
3:30

4
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It’s Up to the Driver
In order to make the most of an appalling parking situation it is
obvious that student and faculty drivers will have to solve their
own problem.
For the past few weeks the Daily has been running a.series of
articles explaining the parking tangle around Washington Square
what has caused it, who is to blame for it, and the possible solutions.
Today’s article, in the adjoining column, puts the finger on the
driver himself as being the chief obstruction to better parking
facilitiesnow.

The driver himself is not to blame for originally creating the
mess that encircles the campus throughout the clay. The greatest
share of the blame for the condition lies in the same old place
Sacramento.
The city of San Jose, through its traffic engineer Sgt. Arthur B.
Philpott, has done the best it could with a bad situation. Many blocks
around the campus have been space-marked already. More space
marks will be applied to blocks east of Ninth street and in the vicinity
of William and Fourth streets.
As tie traffic engineer for the San Jose Police department
puts if, "The official position of the city is one of law enforcement
only. The primary concern of the city is for safe movement of
traffic." According to Philpott the state of California should
provide for off-street parking.

The Daily goes along with the traffic engineer’s ideas on the
matterthe state should provide the parking forits own students.
If the state of California has seen fit to jam more than 8,000
students into a group of buildings designed for less than half that
amount, then the state is entirely to blame for creating the parking
monster that holds the campus in a tight grip.
The master plan for college expansion will push the college
all the way to Ninth street. If and when the state ever gets around
to constructing these buildings there must be some provision made
for parking facilities. Despite current Sacramento thinking, the
autantobile is here to stay and a place on campus must be made
for it.

In the meantime, today’s article suggests ways by which student
and faculty drivers can cooperate in the matter and alleviate the
auto :am around the college.
Car pools can easily be formed between students living near
44ch other: those who are within walking distance of the college
vtibuld heip considerably by leaving their cars home in the garage:
4nd students living on bus lines could use public transportation. It is
Lip to the driver if the state won’t act.

Thrust and Parry
student life. I have done just
exactly that, except for one thing.
Dear Thrust and Parry and Joe:
Who writes your sports page? I
Thanks for trying to help me! have suffered through Romero’s
understand Catholicism. I still am I column concerning the independent
a little puzzled, so maybe you can schools’ supposedly shady eligibilanswer some questions.
ity rules. I am a graduate of one
1. Since Mr. Blanshard has of the "shady" independents and
quoted from Catholic sources to I can assure you that probably 90
prove his points, wouldn’t it be percent of SJS athletes would
better for me to read them in NOT be
for sports at any
their original context than to of the three independent schools
read an "explanation" of them! if they attended under SJS conThese sources are listed in his ditions. I will admit that there
Doak and maybe you could get isn’t too much difference, but if
them for me:
the term "shady" were to be at2. Have you read "American tached I think that SJS would
Freedom and Catholic Power", and merit -it more than the indepenif ndt, would you like to?
dents.
3. Should the Catholic church
But I have deep respect for
suppress criticism of Catholic policies and doctrine, as was done, SUS sports and sincerely hope
for example, in Newark, N. J., that they attain .the major
when a Catholic superintendent of status they are striving for. (My
schools banned the "Nation" mag- personal opinion is that they
will. For that matter, they ARE,
azine from PUBLIC schools?
in most everything except King
4. Why do Catholic children
Football)
go to parochial schools, other
than to learn Catholicism, which
However, my gripe is against
could be done in other ways?
the "minor league" attitude of
5. Is it possible that Cathoyour sports coverage. Take, for
lics believe the Pope to be inInstance, the article, "Daily Writer
fallible as Mr. Blanshard’s exGives Views, on Stanford Basketcerpts seem to indicate?
ball Game." I quote from that
6. As the San Jose chapter of
article, ". . . as soon as the gun
AUA feels that a loyal Communist
sounded, Crowe congratulated
cannot be open-minded, do you Yardley . . . " Now I
will turn
think that a Catholic who is loyal to the Bitter Water news of a
to Id ruler of a foreign State and country town newspaper, written
who subscribes to the doctrines of by a 12-year-old grammar school
said ruler can be open-minded?
boy, "
. and Tommy Matulich
7. What is the significance of ran up to Jimmy Wendt, captain
Catholicism being a threat to and star of Lone Tree’s team and
Communism? Wasn’t Russian showed good sportsmanship and
Communism once a front-line congratulated him." Same differbulwark against N a z ism and ence. Better that McDonald be
R. H. Miller
Fascism?
assigned to intramural softball or
sumpin’. Better yet, he should forget the whole thing. Or maybe he
should move to his own level and
Parry:
Dear Thrust
L arrived on this campus last "give his views" on Bob Hagen’s
September hoping and ettPecting basketball program at Roosevelt
ASH 6114
phase of States Jr. High.
to enjoy

More on Catholicism

A Shady Independent
and
every

THIRD ARTICLE IN THE PARKING SERIES

Students Are Largely Responsible
For Our Appalling Parking Problem
Survey by Police Shows
Students Got Over 300
Citations in October
(Editor’s Note: This is the
third in a series of articles on
the college parking situation by
Spartan Daily staffers Thad A.
Spinola and La Verne Potts.
Last article in the series uill
appear this week.)
By THAD A. SPINOLA
Students are largely responsible
for the intolerable traffic and!
parking enigma they face today.
At the request of the Spartan
Daily, a report of citations issued
during October was compiled by
Sgt. Arthur B. Philpott and the
traffic division of the San Jose
police department. The figures are
anything but flattering.
Of 6000 citations issued In
San Jose; 915, or over five per
cent of the total, went to student and faculty operated vehicles.

The report concerned cars located in the vicinity of the college. Citations were issued for the
following violations: 49 for parking in restricted zones, 45 for
parking too close to fire hydrants,
34 for blocking driveways, 33 for
parking in crosswalks, 15 for parking within intersections, 17 for
parking in loading -zones, nine for
double parking, and other violations lack of space does not permit mentioning.
A breakdown of the hours the
citations were issued shows 89
tickets given between 9 a.m. and
10 a.m., and 33 citations given
between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Polke are faced with the
problem of reducing violations
without issuing dtations en
mime, and at the same time
providing stoma faculties for
student and facuIty cars.
The phpte accompanying this
article illustrates an all -too-common example of careless parking.
The car on the right of the one in
the picture was not parked within
the space marks, forcing the center car to straddle the white line,
thereby disrupting the parking
order. Haphazard parking practices defeat the purpose of space
marks, reduce the number of
parking stalls, and add greatly to
the problem.
Tuesday, Dec. 6, over a score of
parking violations on Fifth street
were recorded during the morning
hours. The statement that students and teachers are responsible
to a large degree for the parking
situation is not an arbitrary one,
it is a matter of fact, supported
by recorded evidence.
The individual student and
teacher can do Much to correct
the problem by following these
suggestions:
If you live within walking distance of school, leave your car at
home. Those who must drive to

Incorrect parking, as shown
by this unposed photo, defeats
the purpose of space marks, reschool can "pool" their cars, as
was done during the war. Those
who can, should have someone
drive them to school or use public
transportation.
Students using personal transportation should arrive early before class and park on side streets.
Do not double-park on Fourth,
Seveathr an Fernando and San
Carlos streets. This adds to congestion, slows down traffic and
increases accident danger. The
chances of getting a parking space
during class changes are slim anyhow.
When parking, park within
the white marks, do not park
too close to other ears. Conform to traffic and parking
regulations, laws are not made
to be broken.
You do not have a monopoly on
a parking stall. The habit of
leaving a car parked all day in
one spot deprives others of the
privilege. There are all -day offstreet parking lots for that purpose. There are only ten minutes
between class changes, if you are
leaving a parking space do it
within those ten minutes, the
other fellow has to park and get
to his class on time.
Police, civic organizations and
college groups have devoted much
time and effort helping to correct
the situation. The greatest good

duces the number of parking
spaces, and adds to the parking
problem. photo by Crabbe.

Pre-Med Society
Has New Adviser
Dr. Ralph A. Smith, associate
professor of zoology, has been
officially announced as adviser for
the Pre-Medical society, succeeding Dr. Raymond H. Somers, of
the Health department staff.
The society also announced
plans for a banquet next quarter
and revealed that two new members have been admitted,
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can be done by the individual student and faculty member.
The serious parking situation
can be lessened by a more severe
alternative. This means a crackdown on violators, stricter enforcement of regulations and heavier
fines.

European Travelers Bewildered by Money
Situation; Set Up Own Banking System
(Editor’s Note: This is the
third in a series of articles concerning European conditions.
Mr. Settles ‘and his wife spent
two months in Europe this summer studying politlital and social
situations there).
By CARL CASE
"Never has there been a traveler in Europe who has not wanted
a change in the monotary system," said Mr. Claude N. Settles,
associate professor of sociology,
after returning from Europe.
A traveler no sooner begins to
understand the complications and
relative m6ney values of one
country than he crosses a national
boundary and must learn an entirely new system.
An example of the exchange
of money in the various countries can be illustrated by this
fact: If a person leaves the
United States with ten dollars,
the loss due to exchanging his

money in each country would
leave him with only two dollars
when he returns to the U.S.
The confusion of coinage is
shown by the fact that an American Dollar was worth 333 French
Francs, four Swiss Francs, 450-600
Italian Lire, four Austrian Shillffigs, four German Marks, 49
Czechoslovakian Cronin, 49 Polish
ZIoty, 3.60 Swedish Kroner, or 4.78
Danish Kroner.
Mr. Settles traveled in a party
of 25 visitors to the continent who
were able to set up their own
"banking system" which took care
of the interchange of money between them ’so’ that they could
elimirtate surpluses on leaving any
one country.
On each border the travelers
had to count the exact amount of
their European and American currency. Travelers can not leave a
country with more money than
they possessed when entering the
country.
These border inspections often

cause a two-hour delay on each
side of the border. To the weary
visitors the borders came all too
frequently.
Guards patrolled the trains at
some of the borders and would
not allow the passengers to step
off the train while the rest of
the train was going through
customs.
On t h e Czechoslovakia -Polish
border the Polish visa of a law
student from California had ex.
pired. The person was not aware
of this because the visa was written in Polish. He could not get it
renewed at the border and was
forced to drop out of the gr6up
and fly to Stockholm to join the
party again.
"But the U.S. customs Is the
worst of all," stated Mr. Settles.
"Coming into the United States is
as difficult as breaking into jail
The amount of paperwork, reports,
and very careful inspection is even
more strict than in any European
country."
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Mounties, Postmen Have Nothing on Spartan Daily Staff;
Broken Presses, Printers’ Strikes Fail to Mar Record
Reporter Traces
News Copy From
Chaos to Reader
’By BAN nftiTisr_
,
rike the RoSsal ranadiadniountie who always gets his man and
the American postman who always
gets the mail through, the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State college’s
official campus publication, has
never failed to publish a scheduled
edit ion.
Broken presses and union
strikes have harassed publication througl
t the 15 years of
the Daily’s existence. Many students remember the hectic two
weeks in May of 1946 when the
- paper came out on mimeographed sheets because of a
printing strike. Under the direction of Mrs. Delores Spurgeon,
assistant professor of journalism, the Daily never missed an
edition during World War II.
The citizenry of San Jose State
college has conditioned itself to
the presence of the Daily on the
yellow newstands at 10 a.m. every
day of the academic year. Realization of the perspiriation and
ulcer-development put into one
issue has been absent.
A day in the life of the Spartan
Daily runs the gamut from calm
to frustration with all theosyariations that occur in any newspaper
office. Dawn finds the Daily office
in a state of complete dormancy.
Throughout the morning assorted
figures trickle into the office,
amble from the United Press teletype to the bulletin board, and
exit without particular notice
from anyone.
At 1:30 o’clock, the Daily office arises from its slumber, inhales desply, Ilexes its muscles
and commences its purposeful
routine. A rapid mutation occurs. An office that was placid
and serene an hour before now
becomes a nest of hurried activity. The early winter air, accompanied by organized chaos,
swoops down into the open door
of room B-93.
George Lajeunesse, the Daily’s
modest, bespectacled editor, attempts to restore order and, after
realizing it is impossible, proceeds
to announce the necessities of the
next edition. "Handsome Jim"
Hayes, amiable news editor, deftly
deals out assignments and pertinent information.
Daily Advisers Charles Kappen
and William Gould, the Journalism
department’s "accomplished young
men", advance to the center of the
room’s horseshoe desk and call out
the names of certain reporters
wanted for "discussion" of articles
written in the most recent issue.
With these formalities completed, the office is rapidly emptied. Reporters emanate from
the door and cover the campus
like a spider spinning a web.
With each reporter attending to
several "beats," which are departmentalized sources of information, thorough coverage is
theoretically insured.
After 2 o’clock, the rat -a-tat -tat
of typewriters grows louder. Wire
Editor Art Britkey hovers over the
teletype in the corner, deferent to
the thousands of words that pop
constantly from the machine. With
his sight and sanity threatened,
Art stands undaunted.
At the West side of the room
the often-neglected but never forgotten advertising staff assiduously toils in its gigantic orrice in
Business Manager Bob Kavet’s top
desk drawer.
Copy, Or typed stories, steadily
begin to inundate the copy desk,
putting Desk Chief Cliff Minners,
and his henchmen, Bob Skillicorn,
Manuel Alves, Bill Noyer and

List of Characters
Here is a typical aft,ernoon in
the Spartan Daily office. Crowding one side of the horseshoe
desk are the copy desk men, who
correct incoming articles for errors in fact and grammar. Left
to right are Bob Skillicorn, Bill
Noyer, Herb Blatt and Desk
Chief Cliff Minnerk Along the
left wall in the top picture are
Make-up Editor Jewel Schneider, Pat Roan, Dan Hruhy, Ted
Breeden (sitting), La Verne Potts
(putting on coat), John Conroy
and Berkley Baker (extreme
rear) . In the middle on the
right side (left to right) Barbara Belknap, Margaret Case.
Dave Ilaegerty and Helen Davis.
The picture on the left shows
Editor George Lajetinesme peering over the shoulders of Society
Editor Margaret Case and Reporter Donnie Nunes.
photos by Crabbe.
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Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!
Herb Blatt, into motion. It is the
Movies Going to Dogs,
copy desk’s task to correct the inaccuracies and errors of incoming But Dogs Are Dubious
yarns.
LONDON (UPI The Times of
Associate Editor Marvin Fry- London suggests that if the movie
deniund and Photo Editor Bob industry is to "avoid going to the
Hemingway stand near their dogs" it must do more to entertain
desks, perusing Sadler’s latest dogs.
The Times told the story of
cartoon creation. Near the wintheir
dow, Feature Editor Al William- three gentlemen who took
movies.
the
dogs
to
with
a
heletter
son glares at a
"One of the dogs," it said, "was
fuddled expression while centhroughout. A second
soring and decoding the latest attentive
but
bored,
seemed somewhat
Thrust and Parry piece.
barked when the dog in the
After the 3:30 deadline, only the picture barked. The third went to
copy desk men and a smattering sleep."
The picture was "Master of
of reporters occupy the office. The
makeup editor of the day leans on Lassie," starring a collie.
The reactions of the dogs, the
a table, drawing bizarre, geometric lines on a dummy page. When Times said, "Suggest that if the
this is finished, the paper is "put cinema industry hopes to stop the
films going to the dogs it still has
to bed".
At 4:15, a representative of ,the a good deal to learn."
"The dog who went to sleep
Globe Printing company, which
prints the Daily, picks up the pre- may have had a busy and exacting
pared copy. Later in the day, two day," the editorial said, "but it is,
staff reporters* appear at the after all, the tired business man
printing company office to proof- for whom the world of entertainread the pages for errors in type ment is striving to cater, and the
management which cannot keep
and form.
Before the morning sun has him oT his canine equivalent out
edged over Mt. Hamilton, the of the arms of Morpheus has no
printing office presses are clang- very promising future."
ing. In an hour, 5000 copies are
off the presses. At 9:30 a.m. the
THE
papers reach the Daily office and
by 10 o’clock, the ad staff’s circulation department has distriBARBER SHOP
buted the Spartan Daily to, 12
campus nevystands.
Corner 4th 3 Santa Clara
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FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT
159 SO FIRST ST.

DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms
We

Specialize in

Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
Hot Food To Take Out
CYpress 4-5045

AMERICA’S FINE WATCH
The Hamilton you give
will be warn with
pride through th
years bricaus it Is
ngintiered to
retain accuracy
sad maintain
dependbility.

175 San Augustine

FOR THAT SPECIAL ALLURE

Reg. 10.00 Cold Wave
NOW 5.00

TO THE HOUSE MANAGERS
We can help you with plans for your XMAS JINX and PARTIES
Special Xmas Cookies,
Applesauce Sheet Cakes with Lemon or Rum Flavored Sauce
Egg Nog Pies
Fruit Cakes and Plum Pudding

CV 4-3717

and go

1. LYNN

$71.50

2. NORMAN

$7150

3. OLGA

Have your 25 eents ready

221 S. SECOND ’OPPOSITE Y.W.C.A.

will come

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

LYKES HERE TODAY

CHATTERTON BAKERY

Christmas

Complete
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON

1

CLOSED TUESDAYS

131 E. William Street
.loggpm

=

CYpress 2-2547

4. GLENN.

$40.30
$120.00

Coovenieet Term.

W.C. Lean
LEAN & JUG

99 S. First St.

CYpress 3-7207

Sr Art histructor’s Mural
Dee
Air ROTC Instructor in Isolation
Readies Voice Adorns Wails of Local Java
Ward at Letterman General Hospital; For ’Y’-Auctit)it. Hangout; Depicts Campus Life’
Dr. Fallico’s Red Tie,
Does Not Expect to Return to ’State’
4
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San Jose State college recently suffered the loss of an outstanding pilot and instructor, when Major John Babel of the Military Air
Science and Tactics department was forced by illness to report to
Letterman General hospital in San Francisco.
Major Babel, in the latter part of November, continued his
instruction of air administrative
procedure to the Air ROTC students while he was unknowingly
suffering from pneumonia. Eventually the illness got too severe
and Babel was sent to the Army
hospital at San Francisco, where
It was discovered that complications had set in.
At the present time Babel is
resting comfortably, and his condition is definitely better than it
was anticipated by doctors upon
his arrival at the hospital. He is
in an isolation ward, so it is impossible for him to have visitors.
It is expected that he soon will
be transferred to Fitzsimmons
General hospital, Denver. Colorado, where he will uhdergo further freatment. It is doubtful that
the major will return to his assignment at San Jose State even
when he has completely recovered.
PR,*
,
Major Babel attained high honor
in January of 1946 when he set
a new world’s transcontinental
one-stop speed record. Babel, a
veteran of World War II with
the 433rd P-38 fighter squadron in
the Southwest Pacific, set the
record when he streaked from
Long Beach to La Guardia Field
in his F-80 at an average speed
of 565 miles per hour. He left
By HARRY BRITTON
Long Beach at 10 a.m. and landed
Registration for West Coast
in New York just four hours and Nature school’s 1950 Death valley
23 minutes later.
science field course opens TuesHe received the Distinguished day Jan. 10 in room S100 Dr.
Flying cross, from the then Gen- Gertrude Cavins, registrar and
eral of the Air Forces, Carl secretary announced yesterday.
Spatz, for his record breaking
Students enrolling in the March
flight which went far to prove 26 through April 1 sessions rethe speed and long range suit- ceive two units of transferable
ability of the jet fighter.
college credit, a low cost Spring
wealth of cultural
At present, Major and Mrs. Ba- vacation, and a
information, she stated.
bel are anticipating the arrival
Registration fees of $15 and food
of their third child. Babel’s youth nil appearance belies his 34 years, expenses of $10 for the entire
eight of which he has spent in week must be payed registration
the service. A native of Iowa, he day, observed Dr. Cavins. Students live in the desert and cook
graduated from Iowa State college in 1939 with a forestry de- their own meals, she said.

Major John Babel

Nature School
SignuptoOpen

gree. In June of 1941 he entered
the Air corps and was trained in
California, which he has considered his home ever since. From
March, 1942, uttil February, 1944,
he was in the New Guinea area
of the Southwest Pacific, and was
credited",-sitith the destruction of
four Jerk planes.
In -addition to his duties with
the Military Air Science & Tactics department, Major Babel further incivased his popularity at
State through his affiliation with
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraterniy,
for which he acted as adviser.

niaass4.. a
DELICIOUS

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
and

CHILI

ANDREE’S
DRIVE-IN
San Carlos and Almaden

Faculty Caricatures
’Will Be Put on Block

. Three caricatures of San Jose
State college faculty members
have been added to the list of
articles to be auctioned by Dee
Portal at the Student Y Asilomar auction Thursday evening at
7:30 in room S-112.
The caricatures are of auctioneer Portal, Dean Jay Elder and
Dean Helen Dimmick. They were
drawn by Leland Stronach, San
Jose State college art major.
The list of things to be offered
at the auction already include
the conspicuous red tie of Dr.
Arturo Fallico associate professor
of psychology.
A variety of items will be placed
on the block. The list includes
such articles as shaving lotion.
.
foodstuffs and a film tank.
The auction is open to the general public as well as faculty and
students.
Proceeds will go toward the financing of delegates to the Pacific
Southwest regional conference of
the Student YMCA -YWCA groups
that will be held at Asilomar
later this month.
Students from universities and
colleges in California, Arizona,
Nevada and Hawaii will attend.
. Cost for San Jose State college
delegates will ’be $35.50.

41.
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The Student Union will be decorated with holl y, bells, and
Christmas ornaments for the Associated Women Students annual
Christmas party today, according
to Marilyn Veller, AWS president.
Festivities will commence at 4:30
p.m., and all new students and
active AWS members are invited.
Santa will be ,present and will
distribute gifts, Miss Zeller revealed.
Mary Margaret Lucas will sing
"Oh Holy Night." "One Kiss," and
the "Italian Street Song." Geor-!
gene Lloyd will read "The Littlest:
Angel" and community singing!
will be led by Pat Flanagan. Miss
Zeller stated. Barbara Queener
and Betty Amick are in charge
of the program.
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HUFFMAN’S ART
sign. The masses of figures .form
into a well -integrated whole as
well as hauing individual interest.
A native of Ohio, this is Mr.
Huffman’s first year at San
Jose State. He received his Baehelor of Arts and Masters tie grecs at Ohio State university.
He also has completed two years
academic work toward his doctorate at Western Reserve university in Cleveland.
Mr. Huffman has had a busy
and diversified career, going from

Bids on Sale for Christmas Dance

SCHOOL DISCOUNTS PORTRAIWS
THi 1110ST PERSONAL
TO ALL
Gefir
STUDENTS
STATE
"Proofs Shown In Three Days"
Settings up to the 20th
Finished for the 25th
34 No. it St.
CY 4.8877

newspaper-man to Marine Corps
officer to instructor of design.
Following his college graduation,
he handled sports and labor news
for the Mansfield News Journal
In Obio, He left this positind ’to
join the faculty at University of
Omaha, where he taught for four
years.
While in Omaha, Mr. Huffman
held two successful one-man art
shows at the university and at
the Joslyn Memorial Art Gallery.
Water colors and black and white
pictures were included in these
shows.
Mr. Huffman’s next interests
took him, into the Marine Corps.
where he rose from the rank of
private to first lieutenant. Even
in the Marines, his interests kept
him with art and journalism. He
set up the service newspaper "Parris Island Boot" and put out the

ANN’S to Sponsor.
Christmas Party

Scientists Instruct
Started as a Science department
enterprise in 1931. the school has
remained independent from the
college ever since. Science staff
members act as instructors in the
various fields of desert lore, according to Dr. Rhodes, biology
professor.
Primarily the course was inBids are now on sale for Alpha
tended for teadhers who returned Gamma’s annual Christmas dance,
at Easter vacation to learn more Snowflake Fantase. according to
natural history, Dr. Rhodes ex- Bill Chan. publicitYchairman foeplained. The last two desert trips the National Art fraternity.
have been almost entirely comThe dance, scheduled from 9
posed of students.
Science majors have an op- Iphasizes what -lies In his field of
portunity
to learn
something study.
about desert geology and biologiThis year Dr. Rhodes anticipates
cal science. Dr. Rhodes suggested. that Dr. Matthew F. Vessel will
To non-majors the course is a explain birds; Dr. P. Victor Peterworthwhile cultural education, he son,
chemistry;
Dr.
Rhodes,
observed.
plants; Dr. Duncan, physiography
and Mr. Rocci Pisano, rodents.
Desert Colorful
Illustrated lectures by the park
"The desert presents a story of
staff are presented in the evening.
physiography, geology plant and
Camping Needed
animal adaptation In such a specThe school opens Sunday, March
tacular way that students will
I 25, at dinner and clones Saturday.
never forget," he noted. "Each day
April 1, following lunch. Students
the groups are under different
must bring camping equipment,
instructors, each of whom emtravel in private automobiles and
remain in the area unless special
permission is obtained, Dr. Rhodes
RENT A
. FPI’
declared.
TYPEWRITER
K42 sHEcisi. srupErei 510
Transportation in private cars
is an additional expense over tu3MONTHS
RATE
ition and food costs. The average
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES for the l500-mile
trip is $10, ac2.7501
CV
96 E SAN FEPNANDO
cording to Dr. DhodeS.

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

By PAT ROAN
Scenes of college life from football to graduation are represented
in the %bright murals recently
paintd upon the wails of Dave’s
Sunnyland Fountain, Seventh and
San Carlos streets, by Mr. Robert
E. Huffman, new ’instructor in
the Art department. Mr. Huffman said that he got
the idea for the murals- during
visits to the coffee shop, and suggested his plan to Dave Sohigian,
the proprietor.
"Dave approved the preliminary
sketches I prepared, and so I
started to work," Mr. Huffman
said. "I transferred the sketshes
to the wall in chalk out -lines,
and then filled in with color."
Mr. Hufman pointed out that!
besides the humorous representstioti of figures, the over-all mural,
is patterened in a consistent de- ,

p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday, Dec. 16,
will be held in a new dance pa vilion, Mary Ann Gardens. A simpie Chritmas theme will be followed in decorations for the affair, Chan said.
Only 200 bids have been prepared. Chan said, and students are
advised to secure their’s early.
Dress for the dance will be semiformal.
Dorothy Fallo, vice president of
the group, is in charge of the
dance committee.

He also finds time to serve as
art director for "Persona", an inter-collegiate journal of psychology. Many of his stories and illustrations have appeared in children’s books.

HAIRCUTS 9.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

339 South Erst Street
(Across the street from Seers)

Appointment
NOW!
CHRISTMAS GIFT PORTRAITS
A ,SPECIALTY

The Hollywood Studio
41 N. 1st St.

CV 2-8960

ITALY - FRANCE - NORWAY - ENGLAND
Low Special Rates

BOOK NOW FOR THE SUMMER

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
usff

"I am tremendously pleased
with the college and with San
Jose," Mr. Huffman said. "I enjoyed California when I was hero
during my Marine Corps service,
and I am glad to be living out
here again."

Make An

ctudent Toutus to Imre

78 W. SAN CARLOS

"Boot Camp Saga", a cartoon
story of Marine boot camp life.

CY 3-7273

I’M THE KING
When it comes to
Christmas Dinners.
I can be bought for
Only 49C lb.
WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 NO..tOURTH

CV 2-8992
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Glue Pot and Eye Ail
By CARL CASE
"College in The Pines" is the
title of a public relations film
that depicts campus life at Arizona State college at Flagstaff.
The picture has been filmed entirely in color to point out the
natural color beauty of the campus and surrounding scenic attractions. It was given the title
in keeping with the mountain atmosphere in i which Flagstaff is
located.
Initial and background music
is being composed and adapted
by Dr. Eldon A. Ardrey, head of
the Music department, and will
be sung by the world-famous
Shrine of the Ages Concert
choir.
Naration will be done by Howard eylet He and the choir are
.internationally known for their
presentation of the annual Easter
Sunrise service from the South

Rim of Arial:ones Grand Canyon:
. Recording will ue made on magnetic tape, and with the original
color film it will be sent to a motion picture production studio in
the mid-west where the final
sound -on-film duplicate print will
be made. Tentative premiere date
is set for the first of the second
semester.
*At present the production is in
the cutting room where 220
scenes will be sorted and classified into sequence.
"College In The Pines" follows
two Arizona students, Elizabeth
Hoffman and Milton Evans from
their arrival on campus at the beginning of the freshman year
through graduation and beyond
college life.
It includes their participation
in classes, campus activities, athletics. and field trips to Northern
Arizona’s points of outstanding
scenic interest.
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SC Receive8
TV,Set From
Philo) Radio

UNIVERSITY OF SANTA
CLARA.-The student bOdy was
struck with a surprise at the ’St.
Mary’s rally. The massive gray
curtains parted and a large cabinet model Philco’. television set
met thtir eyes. For a . moment
some didn’t know what was happening. Patty Walsh took the
stage and Cliff Bettinger, Sr.,
rose to make the formal presentation to the students of the uni
versity.
Philco Radio donated this huge
floor model set to the student
body to use at their discretion.
Pat Walsh is now making arrangements to have the set placed in
Seifert lounge so the entire student body will have access to it.
The set is to be installed by the
engineers here at school, according to latest reports. The installation will not be placed, however,
until a tentative schedule for its
use is drawn up. The set is extremely valuable and it will not
be put in the lounge until safety
measures are absolutel made certain.
The student body expressed its
gratitude by cheering and ap-Eight years ago, students set the plauding Hettinger as he left the
microphone. Pat Walsh made a
great clock back several hours.
short speech in the name of the
Classes At Noon?
When asked if 8:30 classes Were student body to thank Philco and
held at noon that day, UH’s jan- Bettinger for their generosity.
itor just laughed.
Embalmed in the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity house attic Is
the superstructure of the recent
Homecoming float.
We’ll keep using it," said Bob
we
Blomquist, Corn 32, until
UNIVERSITY OF cALIFORtake an award."
NIA.- Dave Bkibeck. composer
Mrs. Mary Forrer, secretary of
and professional jazz pianist, will
Garret Biblical institute, admitoffer a survey of jazz course for
ted that their building’s attic isn’t
University Extension heginning tospotless either.
morrow.
Picture of Hades
A graduate of the College of
For years a picture portraying
the Pacific and a foi mei- student
a group of the damned being suspended over the fire of Hades has of composer Darius Milhaud, Brubeck plans to illustrate his conbeen gathering dust.
cepts of jazz by playing the piano
"No one seems to want it," exand recordings of the playing of
plained Mrs. Forrer.
The best known attic tale, and outstanding jazz musicians ’af the
iS,ana
tneserp
perhaps the most enticing, con Commenting upon jazz, Brubeck
cerns the alcohol in Eayerweather
"Jazzitself was born from
hal l. It is all that remains from i said
. :
’ spiritual
pi
necessity. It was born
the science department that prenei ther black nor white, but Amviously was there.
erican. The basic compassion
which bound the early jazz musicians together, no matter what
their backgrounds, made group
improvisation not only a possible
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORtechnique in jazz. but a necessary
NIA. -Seven Stanford pilots who
means of interpreting life through
dropped leaflets over the Universmusic."
ity campus two days before the
Searching for words to express
charged
were
with
Big Game
vio"that singular feeling which is the
lating the California Aeronautics
very core of jazz," Brubeck definact.
ed it as an element which he liked
The complaint charged that the
to Call "mutual human sympathy.
pilots operated the planes in a
born of common necessity."
careless and reckless manner. Po"When jazz arrives, as it inevilice estimated the planes came
tably will." he said, "ft will be a
within 400 feet of the ground.
developmental art form, a music
whose vitality is rooted in the
heart of the people."

Attics Have Everything
From Owls to Alcohol
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY.- Everyone has heard of
"bats in belfries," but Northwestern attics contain everything from
owls to alcohol.
Casmir Przybylski, janitor of
Old College, has the dubious honor
of having "owl trouble."
Last year, on a cold night during Thanksgiving vacation, a chilled hooter slipped into the attic
of Old College.
Sleepy Owl Stares
The following Monday morning,
sleepy studer.ts found the still
sleepier owl staring at them from
the ledge of a blackboard.
When asked about the owl’s
capture, Przybylski said, "I wish
-.
he had stayed in the attic."
The Kappa Deltas claimed that
they shelter a live ghost in their
attic.
Ghost of Pledge
"It’s true," said Martha Franklin. Ed ’51, who lives in the Kappa
Delta house. "It’s the ghost of a
pledge who failed to learn her
Greek alphabet."
"See that little grill opening
on the roof" she asked. "We
shove bread crusts through for
the ghost. Even Miry have to
eat, I guess."
The stairway to University
hall’s attic is always securely padlocked, but not because of ghosts.

NORD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwicluls
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

SPASTAN DAILY
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Campus Scene
Pieces of Silver
Litter Backyard
MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE.1 Michigan State -Arizona football
- A new event has been dished- game. When he left to come home
up in the Quonset village stolen at about 2 a.m, he said he was
erected by a backyard full of
silverware mystery.
Th 15.000 pieces of silverware forks.
811111!.
were discovered Sunday morning
"Forks Are All Over"
in the backyard of Dean Morgan,
"The first thing I thought was
Elmhurst, Ill., senior, who lives my gosh, there are forks all
in a barracks apartment at 921 over the back yard. I had just
D Walnut Lane.
read about the theft in the State
Thieves Not Too Neat
News," Morgan declared.
The repentent thieves weren’t
"I still can’t figure out how
too neat. They littered his back they picked our place," the puzyard with the fork supply.
zled student remarked about
Theft of the silverware was
the silver strike in his backyard.
reported last Wednesday night
Four more boxes of silverware
by Fred Stone, Quonset village
were set on the porch of an admanager. Until their surprise jacent apartment, Morgan stated.
reappearance Sunday morning
He called campus police to luck
pollee had not found any trace
up the silver immediately after
of the silver-happy thieves.
the discovery.
Morgan stated that he had been
Identity of the silver -snatchers
visiting at a neighbor’s apartment
is still undetermined, Lt. Charles
Saturda
night to listen to the Latter of the campus police announced Monday.
Another Theft Appears
While one eating -aid theft has
been partly cleared up, another
has been reported when Lyle A.
Thorburn, manager of the Snack
Bar announced nine dozen cups
QI
were found missing from his es Otani
tablishment.
MICH.GAN STATE COLLEGE.
"I’m not some it’s a thief at
- Doctors can destmoy rumors as I all." he declared.
’’They could
well as tumors in the modern have just ’walked off’ over a long
medical profession.
period of time and we have just
In this, Dr. Charles A. Laug- , noticed it now." the manager exhead of the college staff, is abreast ’ lained
of the times, as well as ahead of ! P
students.
Students who qualify as "clothes
horses" (one who will work like
a horse for clothes only) are corn ZING NEW
plaining to professors and cloth.
ing store operators that their
right shoulders are on a lower
000
level than their left because of
carting books around for several
terms. (The reverse is true of
left-handed students).
They’claim this gives a see-saw
effect when being fitted for suits
and jackets.

Composer Brubeck
Offers Jazz ( lourse Heavy Books
Do Not Cause
Effect
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U C Campus

How Future Basketball
Opponents Are Faring
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How future casaba opponents
are doing:
PEPPERDINE 55, SANTA
BARBARA 47.
SANTA CLARA 60, Olympic
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’Home’ Fires Burn

Yuletide Illofit Decorates Frats Enjoy
Home Management Rouse Noel Season
By DONNIE NUNES
Red maths bows and shiny holly
leaves in the Christmas motif
greeted guests at the newly remodeled Home Management
house which was opened for
faculty inspection -recently.
This house, under the sponsorship of the Home Economics department, is new to the college
this year. Girls majoring in Home
Economics are.. required to take
the Home Management course
which is offered for three units
each quarter. A set of five girls
live in the house for six weeks a
quarter.
This quarter, however, only
four girls live there, and they
have efficiently taken over all
duties of regular housekeepers.
Miss Jane Beattie of the department faculty lives at the
house during the year. She acts
as teacher, supervisor, and good
friend to the girls.
The living.room is complemented
with traditional dark furniture and
is comfotrably arranged to resemble a modern American home.
For the faculty reception, the fireplace sported colorful holly decorations in keeping with the coming
festive season.
Use Modern Colors
The two upstairs bedrooms have

Soup’s On
Eta Epsilons Give
Christmas Buffet
Forty Home Economics majors
and,. minors attended the annual
Eta Epsilon Christmas party last
week, according to Mary De Luchi,
Eta Epsilon reporter-historian.
The party was held in the CafeEconomics
teria of the Home
building, and a buffet -type dinner
was served. A community sing
iwas held, anti’ the girls brought
pefOlitsi tor ,.the. Sin Dqi1%s
Christmas tree, Miss De Luchi reports.
Miss Gladys M. Nevenzel is adviser of Eta Epsilon, club open to
all Home Economics majors and
minors, for membership.
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ABOVE are three Spartan coeds who live In the new Home Management house on Eighth street. Left to right are Nancy Rimura,
Kathryn Testate- and Dot Pedersen. BELOW are June Winters and
Bonnie Myers preparing open-faced sandwiches for the recent faculty tea held at the Home Management house-opening.
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Theta Mu Sigma fraternity
men were the guests of the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity at KossottPs lodge near Stanford university recently. Following a
joint suds soiree, the two organizations took in the Sun dose
State-Stanford basketball game.
*

*

*

Theta Mus Harvey Kramer, Mel
Souza, Don Knappett, Bill Finger,
Ross McKelvie, and Oliver Dibble
were cast as extras in the recently staged opera, "La Tosca"
at the Civic auditroium.

Each girl has her own duties
which may include being hostess,
laundress, cook, housekeeper, or
assistant cook, The house is managed like a regular home and
a
*
*
allows the girls to put to use the
Mu
Mu,
Theta
Mu
cocker pup,
’knowledge from various courses
which they have taken during is still missing. Any information
regarding the lost animal passed
previous years.
on to the fraternity in
Registration is taken at least would be appreciated no end by
two quarters in advance of them.
* * *
planned occupation:
"It will give the girls an excelDelta Sigma Phi fraternity
lent opportunity to becom
feted members of its novice
acquainted with the real aspects o
boxing team at Napoli cafe Monhome management," Dr. Jones day evening.
stated.
Those who participated for the
Dta ,Sigs ill the recent tourney
.
are Geotgie Sweet, Moreno Mangiola, Ray Scholl, Bill s4"everns,
Harry Tapoian, and Jack Scheberies.
Ellen Erickson presented a large
sign, "John Loves MARTY," to
guests attending a "flapper" party
at the Saratoga Foothill club Friday night when Miss Martha
Pledges of Theta Xi fraternity
Moorehead of Los Altos announeed
her engagement to John Harding held their annual Christmas dance
at AlumoRock lodge Saturday eveof Richmond.
guests were
The bride-elect is a senior ning. Members and
Interior Decorating major at honored at the function.
San Jose State college. She is
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell C. Pratt
affiliated with Gamma Phi Beta served as patrons. Mr. Pratt is
and signs with the Trinity Epis- faculty adviser- for the group.
copal church In San Jose.
LYKES HERE TODAY
Harding, a junior on Washington
Have your 25 cents ready
Square, majors in Business Ad-

ministration. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Harding of Richmond.
Miss Moorehead is the daughter
of Mrs. Lloyd C. Shank of Los
Altos and Mr. Alvin Moorehead of
Richmond. While attending San
Miss Patricia Baker announced several dramatic productions while Jose State college, she is residing
her engagement to Clifford Roche on campus. He has been playing with her sister, Mrs. Robert Doerr
Dec. 4. Both are students at San currently in "John Loves Mary." of San Jose. She has a twin sister,
Jose State college.
The couple plan an early Spring Marcia, who also attends San Jose
State college.
The future Mrit’ --Roche is a wedding.
Psychology major -from Los
Gatos and is a graduating senior.
She Is affiliated with Chi Omega
CAR
sorority. She has been a memWASHING
ber of Chi Omega Dullskulls
and
since the organization began.
POLISHING
by
Roche is a Drama major from
COMPLETE
San Jose State
Bakersfield. He has worked in

Patricia Baker Will WettC4toChe

Students

FACILITIES

Food Lockers
$$SAYE$$
Buy your high
grade qualify
governmentinspected
meat at
a savings
of.

15%
Com* in and discuss your MEAT
problems with us ...
556 STOCKTON AVE.

CY 2-5454

99c
EACH

WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

$4.95
GOULD’S

Pay for it while
you use it!

KWIK CAR WASH
BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
LUBRICATION
REPAIR

SURE - WAY,

SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

SOAP FREE
SOFT WATER
DRYER SERVICE
Plenty of Free Parking

*

Gamma Xi chapter of Theta Chi
fraternity was visited by 12
pledges on a sneak from the Beta
Phi chapter of Reno, Nev., recently. Ray Yonce, local pledgemaster, provided for the fugitives’
entertainment which included a
’tour of the town and dates.

Annual Christmas Dance

AUTOMATIC’
San Jos.
7th & Virgini
Phone CYpron 2-5437
HOURS: $ A.M. to II P.M.
SAT.: II A.M. to 6 P.M.
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

When the state acquired this
new property up to Eighth
street this year for expansion
purposes of the college, this
neat six-room house on Eighth
street figured into the deal. The
Home Ec department immediately took over and has been
remodeling the place to meet all
the requirements of a real home.

Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
will stage a party at the chapter house for members and
guests on the last day of school
in an effort to inahue those in
attendance with Christmas cheer
and yuletide spirit.

Theta Xi Pledges Stage

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Get Credits To Live
This is one of the most streamlined laboi’atory coucses offered
these days. Three units are given
for sleeping, eating, and just all
4round living in a friendly home
where the only expense involved is
that of food. There is ,a catch, of
course, and that is that only girls
majoring in home economics and
having the necessary pre-recs are
free to join the ’class roll, according to Dr. Margaret Jsines of the
Home Economics department.

Members of Theta Chi and Delta
Upsilon fraternities engaged in a
joint exhibition with guests to
Christmas carol Monday evening.
They rendered their yuletide selections to all campus sororities and
several other groups.
* * *

Martha Mqqrehead
Announces Troth

Chi Pi Sigs Greet
Boxers at Dinner
Members of the Chi Pi Sigma
Novice boxing team were feted at
a chicken dinner recently at the
fraternity’s newly decorated house
on Eighth street, said V. S.
Fought, publicity officer!
Bright red and green candles,
snow-flaked windows, and a colorful Christmas tree in the background provided the Christmas
spirit at the dinner, Fought says.
The guests included the novice
boxers, Pete Gorvad, Rill Formic, Don Suzukaws, Lee Willman, Don Ansel, Vince Levies,
Oliver Antontichlo, and C,oaehes
Johnnie Johnson, Joe DeSoto
and Jim McDonald.
Rudy Valenti, president of Chi
Pi Sigma, presented the guests
with tokens of appreciation for
their efforts in the recent Novice
Boxing tournament. The boxers
and their maangers were invited
to attend a Christmas dance given
by Chi Pi Sigma last Friday night
at Napredak hall, Fought revealed.

been painted grey-green and pale
pink respectively. The pale ’pink
room isaccented with fluffy brown
chenHle bedspreads, and the floor
is covered with a beige rug. Blue
green furniture adds bright
splashes of color to the room.
Forest green chenille spreads
cover the Hollywood beds in the
grey-green room. Desks and bureaus are painted Chinese red.

Convenient terms to students’
No.1 Portable typewriter choice ! World’s
first truly modern port.ible typc,,,raer!
Sturdybuilt to last for years!
Ore)y the newaoyal Portable has all thew
feattireti PING git-FLOW KEYS, SPEED
SPACER, "MAGIC" MARGIN, RAPID
RIBBON CHANGER, "TOUCH CONTROL," Plus many more features! Come
in and see it! Easy payment terms I

Hunter-Peterson

AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

W. San Carlos & Montgomery St. CY

New Royal Portable

Equipment Co.

5-1930

71 E. San Fernando CY 4-2091
-Meek" and -tows Coosa’ gm, registered node.
meals ef Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.
_
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"Coach, Waltgr dq YBealey of. San. ,lose State. college", just
the latest phase of what has been a varied and colorful life for Mr.
Walt Bealey.
In his youth Walt was a better than average football player and
swimmer, but swimming and diving seemed to be his preference in

Ii
I.

es’
a

In 1912, in an effort to become the first man to dive from
a plane, Walt was attempting a
150 foot dive into the Willamette River from the wing of a
low flying airplane. The plane
didn’t quinage to get close
enough to the water for Walt
to make his dive, but the ride
did arouse a new interest in the
adventureouh Mr. Bealey. As a
result of his ride Walt persuaded the pilot of the plane,
Silas Christofferson, to teach
him to fly,
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JUNIOR MORGAN, reserve center from Santa Cruz, is beginning to show the court form that made him a consistent performer
last year. The 6 ft, 3 In., 190 lb. Senior will be of real value to the
Spartans as a rebounder. Morgan reported for practice late, as he
was first-string end on this fall’s Golden Raider grid squad. As soon
as basketball season is over, he reports to the track team to
high jump.

e.- -

Closing
Out!

Sale on Books
an.

13006

Books SI to $1.75
ishe
Now 50e
Beek! $2.0 $4

FAMILY

Now 75e

MEN WANTED
NCC Need Salesmen
Good

Commission

Phone CV 2-7634

"Known for
Good FoodI’

d’s
r!

Il E. Santa Clara Street

se
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A PENNY’SAVED

A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to College Close to Town
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Main Plant
CYpress 2.1052
25-29 S. Third Street
273 E. William
231 Willow
244s and Softie Clots St.

- Smite Chas
1240 Park Ave.
13/5 Latcoln, Willow Glen

Play At
Watsonville

11

A GOOD DEAL!

MEAL TICKETS
$4.95

State Casaba Team To Rest ,
Over Holidays *vit1i3.:2 Reeord

the STUDENT

)1-

In 1912.13 cinema goers were
able to see actor Walt Bealey performing in movies turned out by
Universal Studio. Walt had the
extreme pleasure of being directed
by J. Farrell MacDonald, who is
noted as a movie pioneer .
"Why Walk?" Sea Walt
Walt Bealey was in England

INMAN LEADS SCOREIGkIN

San Jose State’s basketball team auditorium. But now, the Sparlays off court play for the holidays tans are idle for over three weeks.
Coach Walt McPherson has
with a three and two record. Losers to Gonzaga and Stanford, the chosen those who will see the
Spartans won out over YMI, St. most court action for SJS during the rest of the season, if
Mary’s, and. USF.
the names of the men he took
A win over Gonzage Monday
night would have given the Spar- to Los Angeles are any indication. Of course there are -first tans an additional two games
stringers Inman, Crowe, Crampdown in Los Angeles’ Pan Pacific
ton, Wuesthoff, and McCaslin.
Ralph Kober and Dean Giles
are right behind the starting
guards and forwards, respectively. Junior Morgan and Billy
Supply, Boos & Gift Shop
Wilson, the footballers, and Ted
Prescott, another guard, also
70 E. San Fernando
made the 10-man Spartan travCY 4-3571
eling squad.
It looks as if Stu Inman will be
4,111ear
high-scorer for another year. He
\re-,
is by far the most consistent man
.
on the team. In the four games,
age.
...
MOO Oft
he has scored 13, 12, 21, and 13
points, for a pretty fair 14.7 average.

7

a the San Jose State frosh basketball team ,with a five win and
one loss record for the season, will
meet the Watsonville high school
team in their final 1949 game Friplane and struck him just above day.
the left eye.
The Spartans will match baskets
By the time Walt had recovered
with the Watsonville team at Wat-e
from his injury and a touch. of
sonville, Friday night, at 8:30 in
poison gas the war ended and he
the Watsonville gym.
was credited with the logging of
1900 hours of combat flying. When
Thus far the Spartans have
Walt returned to America and averaged 49 points to their opSan Jose he was hailed as some- ponents 38 points, while regiswhat of a hero by the San Jose tering wins over San Jose high
News and the local populace, school, Santa Cruz Sportsmen,
which was all very embarrassing Madera high school, Faultless
to him.
Cleaners, Santa Clara high
Walt swears that his most
school and In losing to the Uniharrowing experience did not
versity of San Francisco frosh
take place in the war, but folsquad.
lowing his return to America.
Still making good at the free
Somehow the story got around
before his return that he was throw line the State Frosh have
missing or killed in action. On maintained an average of 72% in
returning he didn’t mind the making their charity tosses.
surprised looks, the jaws bounding off the sidewalk, but when
one woman screamed and fainted he’d had too much.
Coach Bealey did not let his
military training go to waste, but
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
followed through by owning and
ONLY
operating Bealey’s Military Academy near Portland, Oregon from
1922 through 1929. Walt also
Fine Wholesome Food
managed to -keep in contact with
,at Low Cost
soldiering affairs by serving as
state officer for the Oregon AmerREGULAR $5.50
ican Legion for 16 years, National
officer for American Legion for
two years, and two years as award
and national officer of the "40
NOW
and 8".
Signed As State Coach
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
War had not soured Walt’s love
of sports and for many years he
kept in contact by officiating
boxing matches. The past few
years Walt has been a ’regular
feature at all San Jose State ath232 S. FIRST STREET
letic events and was sort of an
Next to Mission Theater
unofficial assistant to Bud Winter
in the coaching of the cross country and track squads. When Win
ter beeame backfield coach for this
season’s football team the college
filled the vacant cross country
Sales and Service
coachnig position by appointing
1-Day
Walt Bealey, and they evidently
Service
did not err in their selection because the Spartan squad defeated
all their opponents except for a
two point loss to Cal Poly at the
College of Pacific Invitational.
Work
Walt takes great pride in his
Gearaweeed
only son, who is attending UniREMINGTON RAND,
versity of Oregon and Bealey .is
SCHICK and
sincerely kloping that the boy will
SHAVEMASTER
enter medicine.

sports and for several years following his school days he participated In swimming and diving
competitions. By his ability as a
diver Walt won the high diving
championship in the state of
Oregon.
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Walt Bealey, SJS Cross
Country Coach, Has Led
Story Book Existence
Frosh
By TED BREEDEN

111

Libeflrff

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP

ELECTRIC SHAVER

Walt Bealey
studying music when World War I
broke out and he soon found himself as a member of England’s
North Staffordshire Regiment. In
between periods of drilling Captain Bealey served as assistant
coach of the regimental track and
rugby teams.
Why walk when you can ride
has always been Walt’s psychology, and when the signal corps
started searching for flyers Walt
was there to volunteer. Thus it
was that Capt. Bealey became a
pilot in Britain’s Royal Flying
Corps.

Big *rock et Parts
Trained
bleehaalea Oold

FOLLOW THE CROWD
AT 11:20 -12:20 TO
on San Antonio St.

Box

Specialty

THE SHAVER SHOP
U L Seats Chem
tea Joe’ I. CUM

San Jose Box Lunch

-Phone CV 2-24611

Lunches 35e

F. Schilling & Son

In the first years of World
Way I the dangerous part of
flying over the battlefield was
the plane itself as Walt experienced in flying the Morris Fainharm, "The Flying Bird Cage",
and other eonglomerationa that
the French were turning out.
The Farnham was a pusher type
plane made of bamboo and wire
and with a bicycle seat serving
as the pilot’s seat. Walt soon
found himself piloting the amazing French parasol plane, forerunner of the monoplane, which
had a 60 horsepower stationary
engine and could attain the bewildering speed of 85 miles per
hour.
Guns weren’t mounted on these
early planes Si all tlw pilots could
do when flying mer enemy troops
or meeting an enemy plane was
to hurl tools, rocks. empty beer
bottles, words of blasphemy, or
what have you. However, from
Ronirveneee itIl enemy 41)midurn hid let tound its v.:0 to (’apt Bcale% ’S

Mall Serviee

Sporting Goods
EST. 1863

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
for FISHERMAN
FLY RODS
FLY REELS
FLY BOOKS
SURF REELS
HOOK BOARDS
TAPERED LINES
FISHING BASKETS
TACKLE BOXES
SURF OR BOAT RODS
DE LIARS SCALES
SPINNING RODS & REELS
STEELHEAD & TROUT FLIES

27. POST ST..
I

for HUNTER
RIFLES
SHOTGUNS
GUN CASES
TELESCOPES
GUN SIGHTS
HOLSTERS
MATCH BOXES
CLEANING KITS
HUNTING KNIVES
SHELIS & AMMUNITION
BOOTS I WADERS
HUNTING CLOTHING

CY 54343

ak
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National Guard
Offers Training
For Men 17 tO 34
Young men 17 to 54 /years old
can take part-time military training at home as members of the
National Guard, according to Cpl.
Harold Stone, campus recruiting
representative.
Opportunities for ed ucatio n,
training and advancement to commissioned ranks are open to enlistees, Stone said. Pay rates,
uniforms, modern equipment and
retirement benefits are equal to
those of the -Regular Amy and
Air Force.
Further information on National
Guard requirements may be obtained at 240 N. Second street
and Headquarters Battery, 637 F.
A. CNG., at the armory.

.
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Announcements 11
Associated Women Students:
Meeting in Student Union, 430
p.m. Christmas party.
WAA Swim club: Meets at pool,
7 p.m. Sign for places in water
ballet.
Alpha Gamma: Meeting in room
A-1 at 7:30 p.m. Discussions
planned on Snowflake Fantasy
da ace.
WAA Bowling club: Meets at
Jose bowl, 4 p.m.
Occupational Therapy club:
Meeting in B-72 at 7:30 p.m. Discussion planned on decorating
Alum Rock sanitorium.
International Relations club:
Meeting in room 7 at 3:30 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi: Tower meeting
Friday, 12:30 p.m.
Frosh Group Three: Meeting in
room S-112 at 3:30 p.m.
Students: All are welcome to
German club Christmas party in

Classified Advertising
FOR RENT
’1160M FOR TWO BOYS:
Kitchen privileges. $25 a month.
$74,S. -10th.
BOARD AND ROOM FOR
GIRL: In private home with home
privileges. Share room with same.
CY 3-5742.
TWO MEN STUDENTS: Evening dinner served family style,
good ’nod. At 750 E. St. James.
THREE ROOM COTTAGE; For
.rent, to. lour men. -$17 each a
month. No kitchen privileges. 360
S. Ninth street.
Student Union, 7:30 tomorrow
night.
The Sojourners: Meeting in
room 139 of Commerce wing, 7:30
p.m.
Meeting night has been
changed to second Wednesday of
the month.
Gamma Alpha (7111: Meets at
Barbara Koperski’s, 8 p.m.
Junior class council: Meeting in
Student Union, 3:30 p.m.

I.

ROOM AND BOARD: $56.50 a
month, five days a week. Newly
built. 6014 S. Ninth street.
COO!) BOARD AND ROOM:
For college men. 265 N. Fifth
street. Phone CY 5-3772.
BOARD AND ROOM: Eleven
meals weekly. Also board only.
Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380 S. Ninth
street. CY 3-9942.
ROOMS: Are you planning to
move? We will have three rooms
for three girls next quarter. Apply
early. Kitchen, laundry privileges.
Newly decorated. Reasonable
rates. 448 S. 12th. CY 5-0177.
ONE ROOM: For three college
girls, one room for two college
girls. Kitchen privileges, all new
equipment. Near college. 544 S.
Seventh street.
FURNISHED - APARTMENTS:
College students or couples. Two
blocks from college. Also rent exchange for few duties. CY 3-1440.
LARGE CLEAN HEATED
ROOM: For two boys. Twin beds.

1Vrcr-bietristrlesum ettileite- ,310 a
month. limp& ii_dsircik+ $36450 a .._
month, 253 5. Ninth street:
FOR SALE
RE,MINOTON TYPEVRiTER:
Portable, model live. Excellent
Phone
Pt. ’$Q.
condition.
CY 2-0461.
KODAK REFLEX TWO: Brand
new, with case, and save 35 dollars. Price $120.
WOOL GABARDINE S U I T:
Light blue-grey, like new. Size
37-38. Original price $70. Only
$35. Call CL 8-4452.
LOST
WALTHAM POCKET WATCH:
Chrome case. Picked up in room
B-24 between 12:30 and 1:20 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 7. Reward. Please
turn in to Information office.
BROWN ALLIGATOR WALLET: Containing urgently needed
Identification and cherished pictures, also checkbook. Return Information office. Reward.

